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Abstract

The tooth is a unique functionally graded composite structure at several levels providing a hard and apparently self-healing external enamel structure bonded to a dynamic and resilient dentin core both supported by a vascular and neural network in the tooth pulp. Tooth enamel is nature’s cell-derived method for production of a high elastic modulus (~ 90 GPa), hard, wear, and fatigue resistant structure. Enamel is built from prisms/rods each laid down by a single ameloblast cell. The enamel prism nanostructure is a generally well characterized. Each interlocking prism (~ 5 µm dia) is primarily composed of nanocrystalline carbonated hydroxyapatite (CHA) with orientations that provide graded properties. The arrangement of the prisms as the ameloblast grow outward from the dentoenamel junction (DEJ) is termed decussation. Although not well characterized it is known that bundles of 50-100 prisms course outward at + and - 40° from the radial direction in alternating layers that are roughly parallel to the occlusal plane of the tooth. Locally these layers are thought to undulate in an occlusal-gingival direction. In addition the overall layer direction moves occlusally as it develops outward to what becomes the surface of the enamel (See Fig). This is known as multi-serial decussation as bundles of prisms change course while in the thin enamel of mammals such as rats serial decussation predominates where single cells form complex intertwining patterns. This structure has graded properties. In humans, prism decussation provides enamel with an increasing fracture toughness (R curve behavior with $K_{IC}$ increasing from 0.5 to 2.4 MPa·m$^{0.5}$) whether cracks are initiated at the enamel surface or from the DEJ. The generally planar nature of the decussation allows enamel to crack from the incisal or occlusal to gingival but this vertical cracking of teeth does not lead to loss of enamel, failure of the structure, or caries (tooth decay). Enamel decussation is extensive at tooth cusps where space filling is more difficult (histologic investigation refer to this as gnarled enamel). Unique to all enamel outer surfaces is the parallel alignment of prisms with little evidence of decussation. This goes counter to the belief that one ameloblast creates one prism and that prisms course from the DEJ to the surface and do not change diameter. The surface area of the enamel is roughly 50% higher than the surface area of at the DEJ where ameloblasts align to begin enamel development. To date there have been no investigations of enamel structure to determine the nature and extent of decussation in 3 dimensions.

Critical to the support and maintenance of the enamel is dentin. Dentin is approximately 60% by weight CHA making it similar to bone and has an elastic modulus that ranges from 12-18 GPa. The dento-enamel junction (DEJ) is the transition zone between enamel and dentin with a width of 50-100. This graded interfaces surface plays a role in limiting fracture initiation at the DEJ. This presentation with review studies on the Hertzian contact elastic response and Vickers indentation at high strain rates of enamel and dentin. These finding will be related to fracture toughness measurements of enamel and dentin by several groups and the need to further explore the graded structure mechanical response with enamel location and orientation in the tooth. Emphasis will be on the role of decussation on enamel properties and likely mechanisms for the repair of enamel microcracks that originate at the enamel surface or near the DEJ when teeth are fatigued.
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